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Gender

2009-03-23

introducing modern gender studies gender theories and gender politics this text traces the history of western intellectuals ideas and discusses current findings on gender differences inequalities and
patterns in the state and corporations

Masculinities

2005

this is an exciting new edition of r w connell s ground breaking text which has become a classic work on the nature and construction of masculine identity connell argues that there is not one
masculinity but many different masculinities each associated with different positions of power in a world gender order that continues to privilege men over women but also raises difficult issues for men
and boys his account is more pertinent than ever before in a substantial new introduction and conclusion connell discusses the development of masculinity studies in the ten years since the book s initial
publication he explores global gender relations new theories and practical uses of mascunlinity research looking to the future his new concluding chapter addresses the politics of masculinities and the
implications of masculinity research for understanding current world issues against the backdrop of an increasingly divided world dominated by neo conservative politics connell s account highlights a
series of compelling questions about the future of human society this second edition of connell s classic book will be essential reading for students taking courses on masculinities and gender studies and
will be of interest to students and scholars across the humanities and social sciences

Raewyn Connell

2023-05-09

painters have their retrospective exhibitions poets their selected poems chess masters their best games singers their greatest hits but a researcher it seems bold even vainglorious to present my greatest
hits and best games so much of social science is collaborative so much depends on organisations networks shared ideas and shared excitement this book is not an autobiography but it is a collection of
work by one researcher over forty years i hope to show by example how intellectual projects can develop how different lines of thought can meet and weave the collection is arranged in five sections
concerned with class structure gender relations the making of masculinities the social dimension of education and the global economy of knowledge it includes some of my best known writing and allows
me to raise questions about change these fields all involve questions of social justice when i started out i assumed that accurate knowledge and good understanding would support action for social
justice sometimes that assumption was battered at other times i could be more optimistic choosing the articles wasn t easy it wasn t a matter of picking favourites i wanted texts that would say
something relevant to readers now and texts that would show the development of a field through time unexpectedly that meant a tilt towards theory i mostly do theoretical work close to empirical
studies whether fieldwork or archival i try to think in the presence of the data so to speak so here it is it may or may not be my best games or greatest hits but it is the best collection of my work i hope
it will be useful to anyone interested in how ideas develop how social science is built and what directions we might take intellectual work in the near future

Gender

2014-12-10

how can we understand gender in the contemporary world what psychological differences now exist between women and men how are masculinities and femininities made and what is the relationship between
gender issues and globalizing concerns such as environmental change and economic restructuring raewyn connell one of the world s leading scholars in the field is here joined by rebecca pearse as they
answer these questions and more their book provides a readable introduction to modern gender studies covering empirical research from all parts of the world in addition to theory and politics as well
as introducing the field gender provides a powerful contemporary framework for gender analysis with a strong and distinctive global awareness highlighting the multi dimensional character of gender
relations the authors show how to link personal life with large scale organizational structures and how gender politics changes its form in changing situations the third edition of this influential and
accessible book includes a whole new chapter on ecofeminism environmental justice and sustainability it also brings the review of research up to date throughout and explains new debates and emerging
gender theories gender is engaged scholarship that moves from personal experience to global problems and offers a unique perspective on gender issues today
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The Good University

2019-02-15

the higher education industry might seem like it s booming with over 200 million students in universities and colleges worldwide and funds flowing in like never before but the truth is that these
institutions have never been unhappier places to work corporate style management cost cutting governments mobilisations by angry students and strikes by a disgruntled workforce have taken their
toll in almost every country around the world it s no wonder that there is talk of universities in crisis but what should a good university look like in this inspiring new work raewyn connell asks us to
consider just that challenging us to rethink the fundamentals of what universities do drawing on the examples offered by pioneering universities and educational reformers around the world connell
outlines a practical vision for how our universities can become both more engaging and more productive places driven by social good rather than profit helping to build fairer societies

The Men and the Boys

2013-05-02

in recent years questions about men and boys have aroused remarkable media interest public concern and controversy across the world health services are noticing the relevance of men s gender to
problems as diverse as road accidents diet and sexually transmitted disease teachers are increasingly preoccupied with the poor educational performance of boys and criminologists have begun to explore
why men and boys continue to dominate the crime statistics in this timely new volume one of the world s leading authorities on masculinity helps us to understand these developments and make sense of
the multiplying issues about men and boys five years on from the publication of the seminal study masculinities this book reflects on the growing social scientific research in this area connell assesses its
strengths and weaknesses and explores its implications for contemporary problems from boys education and men s health to international peacemaking written in a lively and accessible way this book
will be essential reading for all students of sociology politics and gender studies as well as anyone interested in the future of gender relations

Southern Theory

2020-07-22

southern theory presents the case for a radical re thinking of social science and its relationships to knowledge power and democracy on a world scale mainstream social science pictures the world as
understood by the educated and affluent in europe and north america from weber and keynes to friedman and foucault theorists from the global north dominate the imagination of social scientists and the
reading lists of students all over the world for most of modern history the majority world has served social science only as a data mine yet the global south does produce knowledge and
understanding of society through vivid accounts of critics and theorists raewyn connell shows how social theory from the world periphery has power and relevance for understanding our changing
world from al afghani at the dawn of modern social science to raul prebisch in industrialising latin america ali shariati in revolutionary iran paulin hountondji in post colonial benin veena das and ashis
nandy in contemporary india and many others with clarity and verve southern theory introduces readers to texts ideas and debates that have emerged from australia s indigenous people from africa latin
america south and south west asia it deals with modernisation gender race class cultural domination neoliberalism violence trade religion identity land and the structure of knowledge itself southern
theory shows how this tremendous resource has been disregarded by mainstream social science it explores the challenges of doing theory in the periphery and considers the role southern perspectives
should have in a globally connected system of knowledge southern theory draws on sociology anthropology history psychology economics philosophy and cultural studies with wide ranging
implications for social science in the 21st century

Confronting Equality

2013-05-08

what does social equality mean now in a world of markets global power and new forms of knowledge in this new book raewyn connell combines vivid research with theoretical insight and radical
politics to address this question the focus moves across gender equality struggles family change class and education intellectual workers and the global dimension of social science to contemporary
theorists of knowledge and global power and the political dilemmas of today s left written with clarity and passion this book proposes a bold agenda for social science and shows it in action raewyn
connell is known internationally for her powerfully argued and field defining books masculinities gender and power making the difference and southern theory this new volume gathers together a broad
spectrum of her recent work which distinctively combines close focus field research and large scale theory and brings this to bear on those questions of social justice and struggles for change that
have long been at the heart of her writing and will have wide ranging implications for the social sciences and social activism in the twenty first century visit raewynconnell net
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The Good University

2019-02-15

the higher education industry might seem like it s booming with over 200 million students in universities and colleges worldwide and funds flowing in like never before but the truth is that these
institutions have never been unhappier places to work corporate style management cost cutting governments mobilisations by angry students and strikes by a disgruntled workforce have taken their
toll in almost every country around the world it s no wonder that there is talk of universities in crisis but what should a good university look like in this inspiring new work raewyn connell asks us to
consider just that challenging us to rethink the fundamentals of what universities do drawing on the examples offered by pioneering universities and educational reformers around the world connell
outlines a practical vision for how our universities can become both more engaging and more productive places driven by social good rather than profit helping to build fairer societies

Education, Change and Society

2007

written in an engaging manner by australia s leading sociology and education academics education change and society is written to assist students in their understanding of how and by what mechanisms
contemporary education in australia operates the broader issues concerning australian society are examined in the context of educational institutions and policies promoting critical reflection and
facilitating in depth analysis

Masculinities

2020-07-16

when it was first published over a decade ago r w connell s ground breaking text on the nature and construction of masculine identity rapidly became a classic in masculinities connell argues that there
is not one masculinity but many different masculinities each associated with different positions of power in a world gender order that continues to privilege men over women but also raises difficult
issues for men and boys her account is more relevant than ever before in this new edition connell discusses the development of masculinity studies in the ten years since the book s initial publication she
explores global gender relations new theories and practical uses of masculinity research she also addresses the politics of masculinities and the implications of masculinity research for understanding
current world issues against the backdrop of an increasingly divided world dominated by neo conservative politics connell s account highlights a series of compelling questions about the future of
human society masculinities has been translated into many languages and in 2004 it was voted one of the ten most influential books in australian sociology this second edition will be essential reading
for students taking courses in gender studies and a valuable reference for readers across the humanities and social sciences the fundamental study on masculinity as a formative factor of modern social
inequality and also one of the most important books in the social sciences in recent years professor ilse lenz ruhr university bochum

Making the Difference

2020-07-29

first published in 1982 making the difference has become a classic in the study of education and of australian society hailed on publication as certainly the most interesting book written about
australian schools in a very long time and arguably the most important it has since been recognised as one of the 10 most influential works of australian sociology not just a major argument and a
classic point of reference but an event an intervention in ways of doing research and speaking to practice a methodology a textual style it was designed to be read by a much wider audience than the
standard sociological text and it has succeeded making the difference draws on a detailed study of the schools and homes of the powerful and the wealthy and of ordinary wage earners it allows
children parents and teachers to speak for themselves and from what they say it develops strikingly new ways of understanding educational inequality of how the class and gender systems work and of
schools and their social roles equality of opportunity co education and relevant and meaningful curriculum are all questioned sympathetically but incisively ranging across educational policy from
system level to the everyday experience of kids and teachers from the problems of schooling to the production of class and gender relations this path breaking combination of theory research and politics
remains engaging thought provoking and relevant
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Masculinities

2020

when it was first published over a decade ago r w connell s ground breaking text on the nature and construction of masculine identity rapidly became a classic in masculinities connell argues that there
is not one masculinity but many different masculinities each associated with different positions of power in a world gender order that continues to privilege men over women but also raises difficult
issues for men and boys her account is more relevant than ever before in this new edition connell discusses the development of masculinity studies in the ten years since the book s initial publication she
explores global gender relations new theories and practical uses of masculinity research she also addresses the politics of masculinities and the implications of masculinity research for understanding
current world issues against the backdrop of an increasingly divided world dominated by neo conservative politics connell s account highlights a series of compelling questions about the future of
human society masculinities has been translated into many languages and in 2004 it was voted one of the ten most influential books in australian sociology this second edition will be essential reading
for students taking courses in gender studies and a valuable reference for readers across the humanities and social sciences the fundamental study on masculinity as a formative factor of modern social
inequality and also one of the most important books in the social sciences in recent years professor ilse lenz ruhr university bochum

Gender and Power

2014-05-15

this book is an important introductory textbook on sexual politics and an original contribution to the reformulation of social and political theory in a discussion of among other issues
psychoanalysis marxism and feminist theories the structure of gender relations and working class feminism connell has produced a major work of synthesis and scholarship which will be of unique value
to students and professionals in sociology politics women s studies and to anyone interested in the field of sexual politics visit raewynconnell net

Schools & Social Justice

1993-10-06

a renowned educator speaks out for disadvantaged students

Teachers' Work

2020-08-02

teachers work is a highly readable penetrating and often amusing account of the reality of teachers working lives as relevant to the profession and its future as it was when first published in 1985
based on the classic australian study of the schools and homes of the wealthy and powerful and of ordinary wage earners described in making the difference teachers work draws on extended interviews
with teachers in elite private schools and mainstream government high schools and with the students and parents who attend and patronise them as well as providing an absorbing account of the life and
work of teachers through vivid portraits of people classrooms and staffrooms teachers work illuminates the interaction between personal relationships in the classroom and the social structures of
gender and class in generating new ways of thinking about the character and origins of inequality in education this book gives teachers themselves cause for reflection offers student teachers a picture
of the real world of teaching and provides parents with an insight into daily life behind the classroom door at a time when the power of effective teaching is being widely recognised and national debate
focuses on the condition and prospcts of the teaching profession teachers work is as insightful and rewarding as ever

Which Way is Up?

2023-07-21

first published in 1983 which way is up presents a selection of bob connell s writings on three key issues of modern social analysis sex and gender class and power and culture the essays range from
psychoanalysis and contemporary feminism to the role theory from the analysis of class and culture to the debate about intellectuals and the new class in critically reviewing contemporary thought
on these issues the author has developed a perspective centred on the analysis of social practice easy to read often witty the essays represent an attempt to shift social theory into the real world of
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the late twentieth century to go beyond the limits of orthodox sociology and radical dogmas to think through theoretical questions without losing touch with practical politics this is a must read
for students and scholars of sociology

Gender Reckonings

2018-02-13

introduction the editors points of departure gender power and its sequels theories don t grow on trees contextualizing gender knowledge myra marx ferree hegemonic nonhegemonic and new masculinities
james w messerschmidt and michael a messner from object to subject situating transgender lives in sociology kristen schilt the larger scope of gender analysis postcoloniality and the sociology of gender
raka ray race indigeneity and gender lessons for global feminism mara viveros vigoya categories structures and intersectional theory joya misra four dimensions of relationship struggle and change why
heteronormativity is not enough a feminist sociological perspective on heterosexuality stevi jackson gender inequality and feminism in the new economy christine l williams and megan tobias neely gender
politics in academia in the neoliberal age barbara poggio the holy grail of organizational change toward gender equality at work yvonne benschop and marieke van den brink dynamics of masculinities
concerning tradition in studies on men and masculinities in ex colonies kopano ratele rethinking patriarchy through unpatriarchal male desires gul ozyegin on the elasticity of gender hegemony why hybrid
masculinities fail to undermine gender and sexual inequality tristan bridges and c j pascoe agendas for theory limitations of the neoliberal turn in gender theory re turning to gender as a social structure
barbara j risman kristen myers and ray sin paradoxes of gender redux multiple genders and the persistence of the binary judith lorber the monogamous couple gender hegemony and polyamory mimi schippers
conclusion theory work or reckoning with gender raewyn connell about the contributors index notes

Masculinities

1995

a comprehensive introduction to a new field of knowledge and politics written by one of australia s leading social scientists it is a landmark publication in studies of men and masculinity

Handbook of Studies on Men and Masculinities

2005

the handbook provides a broad view of masculinities primarily across the social sciences but including important debates in areas of the humanities natural sciences

G�nero

2018-10-25

c�mo podemos entender el g�nero en el mundo actual qu� diferencias psicol�gicas existen hoy en d�a entre las mujeres y los hombres c�mo se hacen las masculinidades y las feminidades y cu�l es la
relaci�n entre las cuestiones de g�nero y preocupaciones globales tales como el cambio medioambiental y la reestructuraci�n econ�mica este libro ofrece un poderoso esbozo contempor�neo para el
an�lisis de g�nero con un fuerte y distintivo conocimiento global al destacar el car�cter multidimensional de las relaciones de g�nero las autoras muestran c�mo unir la vida personal y las
estructuras organizativas a gran escala y c�mo la pol�tica de g�nero muta su forma en situaciones cambiantes esta primera edici�n en espa�ol incluye un nuevo cap�tulo sobre ecofeminismo justicia
medioambiental y sostenibilidad tambi�n actualiza por completo el an�lisis de la investigaci�n y explica los nuevos debates y las teor�as de g�nero emergentes g�nero es una muestra de investigaci�n
acad�mica comprometida que se mueve desde la experiencia personal a los problemas globales y ofrece una perspectiva �nica sobre las cuestiones de g�nero de hoy
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Which Way is Up?

1983-01-01

this volume of essays sharply questions current knowledge and ideas about sexuality social theory and public policy research on sexuality the contributors internationally recognized scholars and
activists from australia examine the dominant research models from the united states and western europe and propose a new perspective one sensitive to the social construction of sexuality and its
research and to variation in sexual practices across cultures addressing the debates over sexual conduct from contraception to aids prevention rethinking sex provides a systematic examination of the
social dimensions of sexuality social theory public policy analysis and historical and survey research are applied to issues ranging from aids and gay identity to perceptions of women s sexuality and
relations between the state and private sexual behavior author note r w connell is presently a visiting professor at the university of california santa cruz the author or co author of eleven other
books he was 1991 1992 professor of australian studies at harvard university he has been professor of sociology at macquarie university in sydney australia since 1976 g w dowsett is research
fellow in sociology in the school of behavioural sciences at macquarie university he currently works as assistant head of the aids research unit at macquarie university part of the national centre for
hiv social research and is a former vice president of the aids council of new south wales

Rethinking Sex

1993
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����������

2022-05-23

this book offers a straightforward and vibrant approach to the study of criminal behavior and contemporary criminal justice issues through the use of popular tv shows students researchers and
anyone else interested in crime will find this book an accessible and informative resource for understanding the causes of crime and how society responds to crime

Crime TV

2021-07-27

this volume gathers scholars who focus on gender through a variety of disciplines and approaches to sikh studies the intersections of religion and gender are here explored based on an understanding that
both are socially constructed far from being static as so often presented in world religions textbooks religious traditions are constantly in flux responding to historical cultural and social
contexts so too is the sikh tradition in terms of practices ideologies rituals and notions of identity we here conclude that a sikh tradition does not exist instead there are numerous forms thereof in this
volume sikhism is presented as a collection of sikh traditions gender studies in line with women s liberation masculine and feminist studies have long examined and have long deconstructed the patriarchy
but also move to identify other subordinate dominant relations between individuals indeed there are numerous forms of discrimination and power structures that simultaneously create a multiplicity of
oppression intersectionality has become the basis of an increasingly systematized production of contemporary discourses on feminism and gender analysis as is evidenced by the varied contributions in this
volume
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Exploring Gender and Sikh Traditions

2021-09-01

������������������

����������

2008-07

volume 3 number 2 of culture and dialogue focuses on the theme of identity and dialogue all the essays gathered in this volume address issues of identity with concrete examples and from different
perspectives be they art philosophy politics religion gender or ethnic studies all essays describe and question the relational element at work in identity formation within different cultural contexts such
as japan america corsica mongolia norway australia italy and ireland hiroshi yoshioka offers a topical critique of what lays behind the fashionable self portrait of japanese cultural identity as cool
japan in all its uniqueness sandra wawrytko addresses the sensitive issue of gun culture in american identity by resorting to mah�y�na buddhist conceptions of failed interconnectedness dominique verdoni
discusses cultural identity formation with particular reference to the corsican language and literature against the background of more dominant or regulating cultures angelika b�ck shows how art
practice can disclose the processes involved in any attempts to represent otherness including when different groups such as mongolian herders sami singers and australian aboriginal hunters use other
cultural codes and perspectives francesca pierini critically reflects upon the culturally biased ways in which anglo american literature has traditionally portrayed italian culture an orientalised
imagined identity the selection of essays closes with hannah hale s study on a very specific aspect of gender identity formation how eating and drinking habits shape the development of masculinities within
a community of students all essays in one way or another disclose how identity formation is conditioned by or emerges from relationships between self and otherness inside and outside or minor and
dominant cultures as paradoxical as it may seem the more we relate to each other the more identity becomes an issue

Questioni di genere

2011

the iranian metoo movement was a crucial form of resistance with ordinary iranian women sharing their experiences of sexual harassment and assault in the public sphere of digital media this is the first
book of its kind providing a comprehensive analysis of the iranian metoo movement based on archival empirical ethnographic literary and cultural research the contributors discuss the abuse of women
and society s responses to it contextualizing the historical framework of iranian metoo activism within larger iranian feminist movements as well as the historical background within the context of
middle east the contributors address how the privileged position of men who have been outed as rapists helps them to aggregate social political sexual and economic capital through various networks
in order to delegitimize the narratives of survivors the volume also covers the intersections of various systems of oppression specifically highlighting marginalized voices the contributors highlight the
power dynamics within digital feminist networks in iran and its unique attributes due to political social and religious structures the volume ends with a chapter focusing on cultural productions
specifically cinematic works through which some filmmakers have challenged normalizations of sexual harassment by offering alternative discourses which have arguably paved the way for the metoo in
iran movement

Culture and Dialogue Vol.3, No. 2 (2013) Issue on "Identity and Dialogue"

2014-05-02

the concept of hegemonic masculinity formulated by raewyn connell more than three decades ago has been the driving force behind the expanding field of masculinities studies hegemonic masculinity
formulation reformulation and amplification provides the first comprehensive overview of the concept from its original conception to how it has evolved over time the book also examines some of the
most powerful ways the concept is being used in contemporary gender studies hegemonic masculinity describes the development of the concept the actual formulation and initial applications of the
concept the eventual reformulation and subsequent applications of that reformulation and finally the amplification of the reformulated concept of hegemonic masculinity the book also includes a
chapter theorizing why and how hegemonic masculinities are constructed and the concluding chapter chronicles the prospects for social change toward more egalitarian gender relations hegemonic
masculinity formulation reformulation and amplification brings together for the first time in one volume the history of the concept as well as a discussion and examination of some of the most important
research accomplished on hegemonic masculinity over the last thirty years
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The #MeToo Movement in Iran

2023-08-24

in contested masculinities the author argues for the importance of critical consciousness and attentiveness to the interplay of the biblical text context and the long complex histories of interpretation
that play out in the construction of masculinities locating his reading of 1 thessalonians within the thickly textured setting of a postcolonial post apartheid south africa the author seeks to
recontextualize paul providing a nuanced understanding of how paul s letters exercise authority over both the church and the academy the author maintains that attempts to frame either the biblical
text or notions of masculinity as singular and universal perpetuate and reinforce binary formulations church academy global north global south colonizer colonized male female and entrench hierarchies
of power the author re reads 1 thessalonians exploring the fissures that come into view when training a postcolonial and gender critical lens on the biblical text and delivers a refreshing account that
is playful and open and porous especially as a conversational piece for masculinity ancient and contemporary

Hegemonic Masculinity

2018-04-09

terrorism gender and women towards an integrated research agenda encourages greater integration of gender sensitive approaches to studies of violent extremism and terrorism this book seeks to create
and inspire a dialogue among scholars of conflict terrorism and gender by suggesting the necessity of incorporating gender analysis to fill gaps within and further enhance our understanding of political
violence the chapters featured in the book interrogate how recent developments in the field such as the proliferation of propaganda and online messaging the decline or shifting presence of isis the
continued rise of far right extremism and the changing roles of women in political violence necessitate a gendered understanding of radicalisation participation and of strategies to counter and prevent
both violent extremism and terrorism taken together they encourage a discussion of new ways in understanding how women and men can be affected by terrorism and violent extremism differently and how
involvement can often be influenced by highly gendered experiences and considerations the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal studies in conflict terrorism

Contested Masculinities

2020-10-27

radicalization has become an important part of the twenty first century security and political landscape it is a seemingly ubiquitous term employed by academics policymakers civil society actors
practitioners and media alike in ever expanding ways describing everything from changing domestic social movements to the growth of international terrorism this volume provides a comprehensive
treatment of radicalization the processes during which individuals or groups adopt increasingly extreme political social or religious beliefs positions or aspirations particularly in cases associated
with the use of violence adopting a multifaceted and comparative approach the contributors interrogate this phenomenon from wide ranging social ideological religious and historical angles the first
part of the book explores how academia has engaged with the concept of radicalization including the ontological and epistemological concerns of critical terrorism studies theoretical models for
understanding radicalization and approaches to radicalization through the various lenses of identity gender youth and media the second part explores manifestations of radicalization through a range
of diverse case studies including the falun gong movement aum shinrikyo far right trans nationalism white nationalist lone wolves and the great replacement thesis isis and western jihadists
deradicalization programs hero myths the extreme right in eastern europe and the dark side of globalization

Terrorism, Gender and Women

2020-12-17

two structuring concepts have predominated in discussions concerning how middle eastern men enact their identity culturally domination and patriarchy nurturing masculinities dispels the illusion that
arab men can be adequately represented when we speak of them only in these terms by bringing male perspectives into food studies which typically focus on the roles of women in the production and
distribution of food nefissa naguib demonstrates how men interact with food in both political and domestic spheres and how these interactions reflect important notions of masculinity in modern egypt in
this classic ethnography narratives about men from a broad range of educational backgrounds age groups and social classes capture a holistic representation of masculine identity and food in modern
egypt on familial local and national levels these narratives encompass a broad range of issues and experiences including explorations of traditions surrounding food culture displays of caregiving and
love when men recollect the taste feel and fragrance of food as they discuss their desires to feed their families well and often and the role that men working to ensure the equitable distribution of food
played during the islamist movement of the muslim brotherhood in 2011 at the core of nurturing masculinities is the idea that food is a powerful marker of manhood fatherhood and family structure in
contemporary egypt and by better understanding these foodways we can better understand contemporary egyptian society as a whole
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Dissenting Church

2024-01-01

what have different ideas about sex and gender meant for people throughout the history of the middle east and north africa this book traces sex and desire in muslim cultures through a collection of
chapters that span the 9th to 21st centuries looking at spaces and periods where sexual norms and the categories underpinning them emerge out of multiple subjectivities the book shows how people
constantly negotiate the formulation of norms their boundaries and their subversion it demonstrates that the cultural and political meanings of sexualities in muslim cultures as elsewhere emerge from
very specific social and historical contexts the first part of the book examines how people constructed discussed and challenged sexual norms from the abbasid to the ottoman period the second part
looks at literary and cinematic arab cultural production as a site for the construction and transgression of gender norms the third part builds on feminist historiography and social anthropology to
question simplistic dichotomies and binaries each of the contributions shows how understanding of sexualities and the subjectivities that evolve from them are rooted in the mutually constitutive
relationships between gender and political power in identifying the plurality of discourses on desires the book goes beyond the dichotomy of norm and transgression to glimpse what different sexual norms
have meant at different times across the middle east

Radicalisation

2015-11-15

this vivid evocation of the lives of 32 boys from a johannesburg township is essential reading for anybody wishing to understand black masculinity in south africa becoming men is the story of 32 boys
from alexandra one of johannesburg s largest townships over a period of twelve seminal years in which they negotiate manhood and masculinity psychologist and academic malose langa has documented
graphically what it means to be a young black man in contemporary south africa the boys discuss a range of topics including the impact of absent fathers relationships with mothers siblings and girls
school violence academic performance homophobia gangsterism unemployment and in one case prison life dominant themes that emerge are deep ambivalence self doubt and hesitation in the boys approaches
to alternative masculinities that are non violent non sexist and non risk taking the difficulties of negotiating the multiple voices of masculinity are exposed as many of the boys appear simultaneously
to comply with and oppose the prevalent norms providing a rich interpretation of how emotional processes affect black adolescent boys langa suggests interventions and services to support and assist
them especially in reducing the high risk behaviours generally associated with hegemonic masculinity this is essential reading for students researchers and scholars of gender studies who wish to
understand manhood and masculinity in south africa psychologists youth workers lay counsellors and teachers who work with adolescent boys will also find it invaluable
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Sex and Desire in Muslim Cultures
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Becoming Men
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